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                The Antarctic Peninsula, an uninhabited, mountainous wildland fronting an icy sea, seems an unlikely place for colonial endeavor and nationalist assertion. But for decades, as Adrian Howkins deftly chronicles in Frozen Empires: An Environmental History of the Antarctic Peninsula, it was contested between the overlapping claims of Britain, Argentina, and Chile, and a place of interest for a number of other nations including but not limited to Norway, the United States, the Soviet Union, Brazil, and India. All this transpired in spite of an apparent lack of land-based resources and the difficulty of human survival in extreme conditions. It is a history that must take account, as Howkins does throughout, of the interaction between political/diplomatic and environmental factors.
Howkins uses the title “environmental empire” to characterize an argument justifying possession, used primarily by Britain, namely, that claimants were conducting the scientific study of a previously unknown region for the good of all humankind. British manned and unmanned stations established early on the peninsula gathered information on the atmosphere, the seas, the ice, and the wildlife. Surely sovereignty based on peaceful research was likelier than gunboat diplomacy to gain international support. Britain designated West Antarctica, along with several islands in the Southern Ocean, as the “Falkland Islands Dependencies.” For most of the mid-twentieth century, science and diplomacy kept an uneasy balance in the frozen south. Argentina and Chile founded their own observation stations in the overlapping segments of Antarctica that they claimed. Eventually, though, research failed to prevent war. The Argentine military under Leopoldo Galtieri seized the Falklands and South Georgia Island in 1982, forcing Margaret Thatcher to send in the British navy and to retake them with heavy loss of lives, although no military action occurred in the Antarctic Peninsula itself. For Howkins, however, this was a brief and unfortunate exception to the general progress of diplomacy and international cooperation, which had for the most part already succeeded.
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